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HANKS to the enthusiasm of the Honorary Librarian and the 
Assistant Secretary, and to their forethought in issuing a last 
hour appeal for more entries, this year's exhibition must be 

accounted a good one ; containing as it did a single masterpiece, a 
couple of dozen prints of open exhibition standard, a background 
stiffening of interesting work from various fields, and an enterprising 
and appreciated departure in the form of a stereoscopic section. It is 
a critic's duty to carp, and a paragraph will be devoted later in this 
review to that necessary and agreeable exercise ; but first let us ac
knowledge the positive virtues of what was quite a small show small 
enough to have revealed any bad work and to admit too that it was 
almost entirely free from those errors of taste or technique which some
times appear, and indeed are to be expected in the exercise of a craft 
that can be, with most of us, no more than the side line to a recreation. 

The appeal of the mountain picture to the mountain climber is a 
special one, at once wider, yet more esoteric and constricted than that 
which it makes to the man who loves mountains but does not climb 
them, and showing points of sharp divergence. This explains the 
dissatisfaction we almost always feel with the Alpine work shown at 
open exhibitions, and the superciliary disbelief of the average pic
torialist when told that there is such a thing as an exhibition of photo
graphs by members of the Alpine Club. Let a climber put into his 
work but a little of the right feeling and \Ve are half-way there to meet 
it ; let an advanced pictorialist magnify his mountains and minify his 
molehills, lighten his lights and darken his darknesses to whatever high 
aesthetic purpose, and, if he have not the root of the matter our 
matter in him, we shall turn away sorrowfully from his masterpiece 
in line and tone (where, as I have seen at the London Salon, snow can 
be grey, verdure white, and the sky black), certain only that this is not 
the mountain we thought we had climbed. No one would claim, for 
example, that Mr. Longley-Cook's ' Salbitschyn, S.W. ridge' and l\1. 
Bernard Pierre's ' Piz Badile, N .E. face ' demand from the beholder 
any exhausting effort of aesthetic collaboration, and a plainsman would 
pass them by. The glories of the Salbitschyn ridge are hard to record 
unless you are on it, and the N .E. face of Piz Badile must be almost 
impossible to photograph at all unless you are off it ; yet I am sure we 
all paused twice before these prints to let our climber's spirits be 
stabbed awake by their tingling suggestions of space and air. By 
contrast, Mr. Douglas Milner's ' Glacier,' which would, and I believe 
did, win deserved praise at Princes Gate, eyes us askance from the walls 
of South Audley Street ; instead of a skilful massing of tones, there 
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appear to our prejudiced eye a glacier snout which we suspect to be 
dirty, and a shady lump of rock that would look well enough ·did it not 
bear an unfortunate resemblance to the Schreckhorn. 

But this year we were lucky in having among our exhibitors and who 
put in between them r6 prints, an accomplished pictorialist who is also 
a climber, and a distinguished climber who is also a natural pictorialist : 
Mr. C. D. Milner and Mr. ;B. R. Goodfellow, with , let us add, the help 

. of ·Mr. Bryan Donkin and M. Bernard Pierre, raised this exhibition to 
a considerable level of pictorial scholarship. 

The assured hand of the craftsman informs Mr. Milner's work ; 
nearly all his pictures were good, and each could teach a lesson. I 
liked ' Aiguille de Grepon ' for its impressive crescendi ; ' Groden
joch ' for the exemplary handling of a mountain mass, its placing in 
relation to subordinate matter and incident light, its happy decoration 
of cloud ; ' W astwater ' for its solution of what is very much a problem 
of our own hill scene : how to combine the augumented foreground 
with the diminished peak a lovely picture ; perhaps the only one 
likely to kindle emulatory ambition in a Swiss breast. ' Adangkamin ' 
was, curiously, the only print sent in which . gave any real sense of 
climbing exposure. Best of all, and my second choice from the show, 
' Mullach an Rathain,' a study in light in which we were shown just 
how much, and no more, to touch our snows with sun. Having 
gloriously succeeded, Mr. Milner proceeded as nobly to fail, and where 
few could have made a job of it at all. ' Giralbajoch ' is an example of 
divided interest ; we are not sure whether to look at a sunlit spur on 
one side or some spiky teeth on the other. What finally catches atten
tion, but is too slight and too centrally placed to hold it, is the little 
joch, gracefully reborn in shadow below. 

Mr. Goodfellow's work I should like to characterise as happy snap
shotting raised to the highest level, without the considered excellence, 
the careful grooming of the usual exhibition print, yet losing nothing 
thereby in freshness and freedom of spirit ; the kind of print we all 
hope to see coming from the developer as a pleasant surprise about 
once in every five seasons. The attractive studies of Jannu and Kabru, 
of the Grosse Griinhorn and Piz Roseg have the great virtue of sim
plicity, thoroughly satisfying pictures that could be lived with ; and of 
this series perhaps the courageous and beautiful ' Sunrise and Full 
Moon over Everest ' is the best. ' Piz Roseg ' and ' Gr. Griinhorn ' 
probably miss the first ~lass, the former for the too soft presentation of 
an August snow scene under a slanting sun ; the latter for the moving 
sunlit face straining at the picture edge, which a touch of pigment 
would have done much to correct. But with ' A High Wind on the 
Finsteraarhorn' Mr. Goodfellow achieves his masterpiece, a picture 
which needs neither detailed analysis nor comparison to declare its 
mastery and point its inspiration the foreground climber standing 
against the blast, and further ridge-borne figures, lost and found, 
dravying the eye on and down ; the bight of cord streaming away to 
~he north, the too-clean sky, and above and beyond, as if in benison, 
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the mighty Schreckhorn spreading her splendid granite wings ; all 
this tells a living, a memo!able story. What a landscape artist would 
think of this picture, or whether it would find a .place in a Salon are 
matters of no importance ; for us it is a moment of time plucked from 
a good day, fixed in silver with rare fidelity and truth. 

The number of entries generously sent by these two . exhibitors 
perhaps gave their work prominence, and at least two others contri
buted prints of an equal standard. Mr. Donkin brings· inherited skill 

· to bear upon the problem of mountain portraiture, and his ' Dent 
Blanche' and ' Obergabelhorn' are examples of the way in which the 
reflection-density range of the paper emulsion has been exploited 
right through from white to deepest black ; and M. Pierre, with ' Col 
du Diable,' a sensitive study which leads the eye through clever modu
lations of light and shade, shows us how to create a sense of space 
within a small frame. 

Mr. A. E. Gunther's three entries are all nice studies in grey tones, 
of which the best is ' Mont Blanc from Les Ecrins', really a picture of 
the Dauphine ranges rolling up to the eye like Cape Horn grey-beards, 
from amongst which the title peak has to be sought. A frankly hori
zontal presentatjon suits this scene but it is a handicap in mountain 
work generally, and his ' Meije from Les Ecrins ' is a case in point ; · 
love has to go in at the eyes, and a patch of featureless black some 
thirty-six square inches in extent is rather much for even a mountain 
lover to assimilate ; this photograph calls for drastic cropping to the 
right of the main mass, and with the camera held upright there might 
have been a better picture still. 

Behind these highly civilised renderings of too highly civilised 
mountain playgrounds stood a refreshing array of what was largely 
illustrative work from the distant ranges. Mr. Peter Lloyd led with 
his set of six from a previously unvisited valley in Central Nepal, taken 
under Monsoon conditions; Mr. T. S. Blakeney with' Mount Kailas: 
S. face ' gave us a rarely seen view of a rarely ~een mountain in Western 
Tibet ; and Col. John Hunt the ' Saltoro Spires,' those startling 
attempts by nature to achieve a peak that overhangs on all sides all the 
way up ; also, in ' Kanchenjunga ' from the Nepal Peak, the best, 
perhaps the only, architectural study of ice and snow. 

A striking and interesting feature of the exhibition was the series of 
panoramas shown by Sir Clarmont ~krine, of the Qungur Alps and the 
Tien Shan M ts. . Unfortunately, they appeared to have suffered 
somewhat in storage, and were faded or otherwise defaced in some 
instances. Perhaps the photograph of ' Rakaposhi ' and that of 
' Mustagh Ata' were the best of the lot, though others competed on 
account of their rarity. 

The only real complaint about this exhibition is, of course, that too 
few members contributed. 1,here must be a great many more among 
us who have been, seen and photographed than finally· overcame their 
modesty, or whatever less respectable virtue it was that imposed such 
unnecessary restraint. That there is no real falling off in interest and 
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vigour that members and their cameras are still alive and clicking
there are undoubted signs and symptoms in the new stereo and colour 
sections ; an epidemic of Giant Sloth is the likeliest diagnosis, and we 
hope it will not be a frequent winter visitor. 

This year we saw none of the common errors : no snow and ice
scapes on yellow paper, no serious troubles arising from failures in 
lens-condenser covering power. ' 0 bergabelhorn ' alone vvas unlucky : 
one of the few prints whose qualities invited close inspection, it then 
stood revealed as the bearer of a swarm of Newton's rings. These 
strange intrusions Newton's vortices might be a better name appear 
when a negative with a strong tendency to curl is pressed between the 
enlarger glasses. The textbooks prescribe messy and tedious ways of 
preventing their formation at the negative level ; but they are faint 
images, which print up only on contrasty paper. To avoid them you 
simply develop the negative to a higher contrast and print onto a 
paper of normal grade (a better technique in any case, which gives a 
truer tone scale, makes enlarger focussing easier and tends to minimise 
the influence of all other adventitiae ). 

If the best of this year's photographs "\iVere felt to be a little sombre 
in key, a trifle fin de dem£-siecle, this is no more than to say that they are 
in the mode of the last twenty-five years. Instead of first building· up 
a structure of light and then ensuring that subordinate parts are sub
dued, it has become the practice of the pictorialist to conceive his 
design in terms of the medium and dark, leaving the high-lights to 
establish themselves as the focus of attention on the rather negative 
claim of their being the only tones that have not been darkened. It 
is the easier way. Mr. Milner, in ' M ullach and Rathain ' shows us 
the better way, shows how, in the mountains, brightness falls from the 

• a1r. 
Mountain photographs are of two basic types : the opportunist, 

relying on a proper conjunction of time, place and skill ; and the 
architectural, the deliberate study made with chosen instruments and 
under a prem~ditated ideal of circumstance. In the latter class were 
the masterpieces ofW. F. Donkin and Clinton Dent, and if we had no 
examples of this calibre, though a matter for lament, it is certainly not 
one for blame. Architectural studies in the grand manner have gone 
with their creators, and imagination boggles now at the vast field
organisation, the feats of engineering and chemistry which must have 
gone to the making of a 12 X to plate, and its trans.lation to a Carbon 
transfer measuring about 5 ft. by 4· But even the modern study in 
this genre needs a quarter-plate camera, and that means film-packs, 
and until these become available \Ve cannot hope to compete with the 
Continental worker. 

Mr. Coddington's cabinet of stereo transparencies had all the 
essential virtues, the topical and pictorial, those of novelty and intrinsic 
worth. They were probably made before fine grain development was 
the current practice, and one would have liked to see them a little more 
brilliant, and suitably toned. The only real criticism was on a technical 

• 
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point : their masking referred the ' window ' to the impossible position 
of ' infinity plus,' each eye seeing at the homolateral margin more of 
the subject than its fellow, instead of less. Opinion is divided on the 
best masking practice, as between the ' infinity ' and the ' window ' 
systems, but one or other is obligatory, and each is easy to apply. Of 
the stereo set put in by the reviewer the chief interest lay in the make 
of plate and the means of display. The former, alas, is now historical : 
the fine Ilford Alpha lantern plate became extinct in 1942 ; a slow plate 
which was unique for its brilliance and translucency, and for the subtle 
ease with which it could be toned with gold. The Jules Richard 
taxiphote in which these slides were shown works on the bacon-slicer 
principle, which brings each one into place vertically and in a constant 
plane of focus, so that there is no strain to the eyes: 

Lying innocently enough beside Mr. Coddington's cabinet was a 
little box of slides illustrating ' wide base ' stereo-photography, known 
also to its addicts by the unbeautiful name of 'hyperstereography. ' 
Mr. Goodfellow is nothing if not versatile : having attained the pinnacle 
he is at once ready to plumb the pot-hole ; this essay in the black arts 
gives, as its author says, an excellent way of route finding, but it 
breaks all the laws of God and man and muscular co-ordination ; not 
more than one number of the party should be allowed to look into the 
-hyperstereoscope, the rest being advised to preserve their eyesight 
for the actual climb. 

The stereoscopic side-show was a stimulating departure : anyone 
who thinks he has climbed everything and photographed everything 
should try stereoscopic photography. It abounds in the kind of diffi
culty a climber loves to solve none is insuperable, and the solution of 
each gives an even clearer view of the next to come, the chief being how 
to carry an always accessible cube to inaccessible places. Moreover 
the field is clear ; so far as I am aware, no one has yet shown a set of 
first class stereos of a climbing day : transparencies which fulfil all 
requirements, which are clean, highly translucent, toned to match the 
subject, correctly masked, given titles which can be read i11 the stereo
scope, and housed so that their viewing is a joy, instead of the usual 
pleasure that's all but pain. And a mountain ridge is the finest possible 
subject : it is static, its appeal is by way of intrinsic beauty ; it is un
usual, and it is intensely topical, for few of us pass along it twice in a 
lifetime ; and par excellence it makes its appeal in three dimensions. 

In discussing Mr. Douglas Busk's transparencies in colour, so 
pleasantly available in the Rotoscope, the reviewer finds himself in a 
difficulty. These fine films were technically flawless, their presenta
tion immaculate and satisfying and their inception just such a departure 
as shows our spirit of technical adventure to be alive and healthy. Yet 
we must express the belief, for which there is also the authority of the 
late Mr. F. S. Smythe, that above the snow line the use of colour film 
is a serious mistake. It is not so much that the colours are' wrong '
the freehand artist spends a lifetime learning how to fake the colours 
of nature so as to give a penetrating vision of the truth as that they 
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are wrong in the wrong ways, and in ways that will never be corrected 
by a mechanical process. You can get used to this in the cinema, where · 
the data, however wrong, are continuously so, just as you can get used 
to the needle hiss of a gramophone ; but still photos are necessarily 
taken under differing and only par~ially controllable conditions, and 
the journey from one to the next is apt to be a series of disconc-erting 
jolts. Apart from the articles of personal adornment which he (or she) 
carries, the climber will find little above the snow line that absorbs 
light ·selectively, and such expanses as coloured rock are better sug
gested and with more fillip to the imagination by toning than by the 
attempt to copy. The basic appeal of ice and snow is plastic ; it lies 
in fine detail and subtle gradation, and colour film cannot do this 
justice. The power· of colour film to recruit and record detail is poorer 
than that of the coarsest grained monochrome stock, nor, for technfcal 
reasons, can image density be allowed to grow to the limits of the 
.luminosity range of the subject. In leaving monochrome for colour, 
the climber would seem therefore to be handicapping himself unduly, 
tying himself to a small format, se·cond class resolution, critical judg
ment of exposure time and an end result which can rarely be made 
into a good print Were the object in view attained, these side defects 
would not matter : as it is,_ the best vehicle for the interpretation of ice 
and snow remains, in our view, a monochrome transparency suitably 
toned and made from the largest negative format it is practicable to use. 

Can we persuade Mr. Busk to show us some of his work in the 
valleys ? Here, where the scene is truly polychromatic, lies the colour 
worker's opportunity, and again, the field is scarcely touched. Here 
in the valleys, after nearly a hundred years of being photographed, the 
grey field, the grey leaf awaits its clothing of green, and the beauty of 
cut and standing wood its release from colour-blind imprisonment ; 
~ere the people and streets and bazaars offer a choice of jolly bargains 
in gay tones. Technically too the odds are in favour ; in the valleys 
we find no large areas of a single hue which, by predominating, infect 
and spill over onto the neutral greys ; as happens above on the snow
fields where rocks, beards and trousers turn blue, and on the cattle alps, 
where they turn green. 

G. N. CARRELL 
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